Day 5 (9/13 afternoon)

30km
【B】Venue ===== Gaiaflow Shizuoka Distillery ==== Venue
13:30       14:30 (Whisky Distillery)  16:00       17:00

*Minimum number of participants : 30pax

GAIAFLOW SHIZUOKA DISTILLERY
Located in the protected mountainous area of Shizuoka, known as Oku-Shizu, GAIAFLOW SHIZUOKA DISTILLERY lives in close harmony with nature. The underground water from the Southern Alps, which nourishes the earth of this area, flows into the Abe River before reaching Suruga Bay. Enveloped as it is with the seasonal microclimate of the region, GAIAFLOW SHIZUOKA DISTILLERY is also the first ever distillery to use Japanese cedar as equipment, it is proud to offer you a whole new whisky experience. They promise you will really taste the difference.